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TDIS Proton Accidentals – proton target

Integrate rates over
30—70°, 70-400 MeV/c

Calculate probability of 
detecting accidental electron 
indistinguishable from signal.

P = Rate ⨉ Δt⨉ Δz/40 cm
T = 10 ns,   z = 1 cm  (Ideal)
T = 100 ns, z = 2 cm (More realistic?)

Rates assume:
60 μA
40 cm LH2 @ 0.32 x 10-3 g/cm2

EPC Version    " Rate     P(20ns, 1cm)   P(100ns, 2cm)
EPC          3.33 μb 9.6 MhZ 0.0048       0.048

Probability to be compared to 
probability per detected electron to 
have a “signal” proton.
Probabilities assume perfect 
rejection of protons not in 30-70, 70-
400 acceptance.

# Proton Tracks per Electron Trigger
Integrate EPC:
15-165°50-11000 MeV/c

" = 13.3 μb R =  37 MhZ
2 μs window per electron

77 proton tracks per event



Validate EPC p(e,p)

For proton target, inclusive (e,p):
Requires pion production
Is dominated by near real virtual photons

Can approximate electroproduction with 
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Validate EPC p(e,p)
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From MAID, integrating for Ee = 11 GeV.

-(e,p) ≥ 3.6 μb + 0.3 μb + 3.4 μb = 7.3 μb

From integration of EPC

-(e,p) = 14.7 μb

EPC not more that factor of 2 high
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• beam+target →A + B + C + X
• Accidental rates

● AABC = RA RB RC ΔtAB ΔtC
● Double Coin+Random

• A(AB)C = RAB RC ΔtC
• A(BC)A = RBC RA ΔtA
• A(AC)B = RAC RB ΔtB

NIKHEF (e,e'pp)

Accidentals with triple coincidence



Assume:
60 μA
40 cm LD2 @ 0.32 x 10-3

g/cm2

(L = 2.9⨉1036 cm-2/s)

D(e,e’pp) accidentals

20 ns 20 ns 1/40 1/40forward backward

From EPC:
Forward " = 123 μb fprot1 = 178 Mhz
Backward " = 66 μb fprot2 =  96 Mhz
Pacc = 0.004
But if Δz = 2 cm (vs 1) & Δt = 100 ns
Pacc = 0.4

A(AB)C term:
e’ forward proton coincidence
Prob of accidental backward p is
96 Mhz ⨉ 20 ns ⨉ 1/40 = 0.05

Or 96 Mhz ⨉ 100 ns ⨉ 2/40 = 0.5

Does this rule out 
feasibility of TDIS with 
deuterium target?

What about coincident 
forward/backward proton 
pair - random with electron?



Simulation of Ideal mTPC

GEM planes with pad area proportional to radius.
21 rings.  2562 pads.

GEM planes 0.5 mm each.

HV planes 0.0 mm each.

Drift time 0 to 1000 ns.

mTPC length 50.5 cm

40 cm target, centered in mTPC.

Events originate @ x,y=0,0, along z.

Events originate -500 ns <= t <= 500 ns  

No energy loss in gas or HV Plane.

GEM planes stop tracks.

PAD time resolution = 20 ns

Simulation coded in python3



Goals of Simulation

Understand geometrical efficiencies

Understand ideal resolutions
z_target
time_target
momentum
theta

Experiment with pad layouts

Experiment with tracking algorithms

Time and target position z are 
critical for controlling accidentals.



“Digitization”

Step track in 0.05 mm steps (as 

projected onto XY plane.)  Assumes 

perfectly parallel electric field lines.

Each step:

t = t_origin+tpropagate + tdrift

TDC = <t> + 20 ns resolution fuzz

Hit:

Pad X, Y, Z  coordinates

TDC value

ADC value?



A Tracking Algorithm 

Assume an event can have multiple tracks.  Merge hits from from multiple proton tracks into one 
set of hits.  Try to pull the tracks out of the set of hits.

Build a collection of “stubs” which are track candidates.

Find all hits on first rings of all GEMS.  Each hit starts a stub, which is a list of hits.

A: Loop through set of stubs.
For each stub, look for “in time” hits on neighboring pads
For each “in time” neighboring hit, make a new stub with neighbor hit added to end of stub list
Add each new stub to a set of new stubs
If there are no “in time” neighboring hits, move stub to set of done stubs
Replace set of stubs with new stubs
If there are new stubs, go back to A

B: Cleanup
Remove stubs  with  < MINHIT (4) hits 
For each unique pair of two initial pads, keep only stub with most hits
Coalesce stubs that share >= 70% of hits

Tag “true” tracks that match a stub



Roads and preventing stub explosions 

Tabulating Roads:

Simulate a bazillion positive charged particles with 
momentum from 50 to 1000 MeV/c.

For tracks passing through a given pad, obtain the last two 
pads hit and the next pad to be hit.

For each pair of “last two pads hit”, build list of all possible 
”next pads”.

If Npads/ring is constant, need just one road set per ring.

In building stubs for tracking, use these roads to limit possible 
next hits.

In building stubs, don’t allow a pad to appear in track twice.

Prefer to add hits in bigger or smaller rings over hits in the 
same ring.

Yellow and Green pads are
“last two pads hit.”

Grey is current hit.

Blue are possible next hits.



Tracking Efficiency 

Simulate tracks with:
-20 cm ≤ z ≤ 20 cm
25°≤ ! ≤ 80°
70 MeV/c ≤ p ≤ 600 MeV/c
-500 ns ≤ t ≤ 500 ns   (relative to 

electron)

Merge hits from multiple tracks into a one “event”.

Use tracking algorithm to reconstruct tracks from 
mélange of hits.

Declare a “true” track as found if a reconstructed 
tracks has at least 80% of the true hits.

Study probability of a “true” track being found as a 
function of number of tracks merged.

Purple: Fraction found of all true tracks

Green: Fraction found of all true tracks with 4 or 
more hits

Blue: Tracks Found / # true tracks (includes 
tracks that don’t match up with true tracks)



Comments 

Marco Carmignotto estimated 700 MhZ for deuteron target
https://www.jlab.org/indico/event/255/session/2/contribution/8/material/slides/0.pdf

1 μs window →  700 tracks/event   →  ~50% tracking efficiency

Tracking finds stubs that don’t match “true” tracks.  Need to investigate.  (May be good stubs that 
have < 80% of the true hits.)  [In real life, no way to know whether a found track matches a true 
track.]

Improvement:  Fit each stub, search along fit track for additional hits that are in time.  Re-fit.

Tracking algorithm doesn’t depend on tracks being circles (spirals OK).

If ADC information available, could it improve tracking?

Issues:

Real TDCs won’t resolve two hits on same pad that are too close in time.  

Not all pads along track may get hits.  This reconstruction will fail.

Will there be random hits (not part of tracks).  Will these be high enough to hurt reconstruction.

Slow.  Event with 750 tracks 15 seconds to reconstruct (with no fitting)  But code is python.

https://www.jlab.org/indico/event/255/session/2/contribution/8/material/slides/0.pdf


Summary 

Accidentals:

For proton target, 0.5% chance electron will match with accidental proton.
Compare this to probability of a TDIS proton.
Is there any kinematic correlation between q and proton that could help?

For deuteron target:
TDIS accidental rates at proposed luminosity are worrisome.  Prove me wrong!

Tracking:

Tracking can potentially work even with high rates

Toy tracking algorithm depends on assuming every pad along a track 
registering a hit.

Arun Tadepali, Ole Hansen, SAW investigating proper tracking.  (e.g. Kalman Filter)


